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TOWARDS A STRUCTURAL VIEW OF RESILIENCE

William Clark, C.S. Holling, D.O. Jones

The notes which follow were put together to serve as

backgroundmaterial for the IIASA Workshop on Hypotheticality,

Resilienceand Option foreclosure. A familiarity with the

papersof Holling (1973) and Holling and Clark (1974) is pre-

sumed.

The result of resilience is persistence: the maintenance

of certain characteristicbehavioralpropertiesin the face

of stress,strain and surprise. But the origins of this re-

silient ｾ ･ ｨ ｡ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｲ lie in the structureof the systemswhich

concern us. Our need as policy analysistsmay only be one of

comparativemeasures: Which systemis more resilient? But

as active designers- as engineers,managers,or responsible

policy advisors - we need to be able to say what mechanisms

or relationshipsmake a systemresilient, and what actions we

can take to make it more or less so.

This need for a causalview of resilience led us to a
searchfor persistence-promoting(or II resilient") mechanisms

and relationshipsin a variety of natural and man-madesystems.

Three general and inclusive classesof such mechanisms

emergedfrom our studies. We have, somewhatoptimistically,

labeled theseemergentclassesthe "Componentsof Resilience".

In the pageswhich follow we describethese components,first

at an abstract ｯ ｶ ･ ｲ ｶ ｾ ･ ｷ level, and then in some detail through
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referenceto particular examples.

A few prefatory comments are ｩ ｮ Ｎ ｾ ｲ ､ ･ ｲ Ｌ however. First

and foremost,..our classificationof componentsis in no way

unique. The cited examplescould doubtlesslybe grouped in

severalother ways. We have provisionally adoptedthe present

classificationbecauseof its attractivenessfrom a design

(or, alternatively, a natural selection) point of view.

At presentthe classificationschemestill tends to ring

a bit hollow if looked at too closely. A disconcertingnumber

of our empirical mechanismexamplescould plausibly be placed

in more than one of the proposedcomponentclasses. Our in-

tuitive feeling is that the ambiguities, though troublesoms,

are less serious than they might at first appear. The reason

is that we have little interest in the classificatoryscheme

per see We are interestedin it primarily as a tool to help

in the articulation and understandingof alternativeresilient

policy designs. This is not ,the place to detail their usaJe

in that context, but the general intent is that they be employed

as a criterion axis in a version of the so-called "morphological"

approachto alternativepolicy articulation (MacCrimrnon 1975).

The important clients for the componentsnotions are not

taxonomistsand librarians, but rather engineers. Although

we are"hardly insensitiveto the desirability of conceptual

eleganceand clarity for its own sake, our primary criterion

of utility remains a practical rather than estheticone. The

critical questionwe pose to readersof this note is whether

theseare types of persistencepromoting mechanismsexcluded
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from the presentschemeor, somewhat less seriously, whether

any of the proposedclassescould be decomposedfurther in

a useful and relatively unambiguousmanner.

We do not yet understandthe resiliencecomponentsideas

clearly enought to pose them in a single comprehensiveand in-

tegratedpackage. Instead, we must rely on presentinga series

of alternativeviews hoping that the important and central

concept of ResilienceComponentswill emerge from or, perhaps

better,survive, the different perspectives.

We begin at the end, with a set of proposeddefinitions.

These are followed by a trivial example contrived to introduce

in an impressionisticway the three resiliencecomponents.

This is provided for the sake of overview only and we would ask

you to imagine while reading it that there may be more there

than meets the eye Our secondpass at the Components

concept is adaptedfrom a draft report of our ecological work

on the subject. The presentationis highly abstractand tied

to the technical ecological literature but representsthe

area of our most detailed and critical studieson the subject.

To be fair, however, the readermight best consider that there

is likely to be a bit less here than meets the eye. Finally,

we discussa few of the examples from outside the ecological

literature which have thrown light upon the Componentsanalysis.

A) Formal Definitions of the Resilience'Components

We define three Componentsof Resilience. The Class I

or Boundary Component includes mechanismswhich give the part

of the systemwhich has been perturbedan ability to recover
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without any contribution from nonperturbedareas. These are

generally state-dependent,negative feedbackmanagementrules

or control mechanisms. The Class II or ｒ ･ ｳ ｾ ｯ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｶ ･ Component

concerns (a) the existenceof unperturbedparts of the system,

and (b) the ability of those unperturbedparts to contribute

to the recovery of perturbedparts. Relevantmechanismsenforce

or induce heterogeneityof the system, establishreservesof

uncommittedresourcesor insurance,and allow for the real-

location of resourcesamong the heterogeneousunits. The Class

III or ContingencyComponentconsidersthe degreeof dependence

of a system'sresilient propertieson aspectsof the environ-

ment beyond its immediate influence. Mechanismshere deal with

provision of diverse sourcesfor necessaryresources,and with

reducing sensitivity to single factors or elementsof the system.

B) Resilient Componentsin the Food Retail·Business- A Contrived

Imagine yourself as the managerof a medium sized Nortrl

American food store. Your short-termgoal is to make a profit

by keeping the amount of food in stock and the number of

customerswaiting for checkout within reasonablelimits despite

fluctuations in deliveries and buying behavior(1) • We will

consider the effects of the following relationships (rules,

(l)It is assUmed:thattoo large an inventory results in spoilage
and high storagecosts; too low an inventory results in empty
shelvesand·perh-a·psirreversible loss of customers; too slow
a rate of check-out also results in customerdissatisfaction;
and too high a rate of check-out implies uneconomicover invest-
ment in cashiers.
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mechanisms)on your ability to achieve that goal:

(a) Your internal operatingprocedures,

(b) Your possible links with other food stores, and

(c) Your relationshipswith food supplies, labor markets

and consumerdemand.

Your first line of defenseagainst an uncertainworld is

an effective inventory and personnelcontrol system. You

will set up standardoperatingproceduresthrough which present

shelf stocks trigger deliveries from 'the back room', and total

inventory governs orders from your wholesaler.

Both sets of stock control rules will doubtlesslyhave

factors built-in to account for known daily, weekly and seasonal

buying patternsof consumers. Similarly, rules will be devised

to switch a certain number of stock-boys into check-out bagging

operationswhen lines begin to grow. Both inventory and

personnelregulationprocedureswill incorporatesufficient

slack to accommodatesurprises: inflated inventories to buffer

late deliveries, extra or multiply-trained employeesto antici-

pate absenceand illness. We define this class of management

mechanisms (rules, relationships) as the ｂ ｯ ｵ ｮ ､ ｡ ｲ ｾ (or Class I)

ｾ ｯ ｮ ･ ｮ ｴ of Resilience. Their key characteristicis that

they include only those "in-house" procedureswhich are keyed

to your local conditions (inventory and line sizes) and utilize

authority, control, and resourceswhich are normally available

as part of your local (i.e. in-store) operations. Sales, early

closing hours, orders to wholesaler's,(2) and job allocation to

employeesall corne under this category.

Temporarily consideredas a passiveentity reacting to your

purchaseorders.
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Whatever internal inventory and personnelcontrols you

adopt, however, they cannot protect you from all of the nasty

tricks which fate may hold in store. Consider the impact of a

caseof scarlet fever in a clerk which quarantinesa third of

your staff. Or an ordering error which results in the delivery

of 100 insteadof 1 case of ripe avocadoes.Or a major break-

down of your "back-room" cold storagefacilities. No internal

adaptationswill help you stay within your limits here. The

only real hope is that there is some accessibleexternal source

of trained personnel,of avocadooutlet, of cold-storagespace

which is sUfficiently independentof your own operation that it

is unaffectedby your scariet fever, bookkeeperand mechanics.

Such exogenous, (your) state-independentmechanismsfor coping

with stressand disasterare characteristicof what we have

called the Restorative (or Class II) Componentof Resilience

Several specific mechanismsare imaginable in the present

context, but the most likely is a net of similar food retail

stores, each committed to helping the other in times of stress.

To the extent that they are decentralizedwith respectto loca-

tion and administrationit is highly unlikely that disastersof

the sort we have been discussingwill affect more than one or

a few membersof the net at once, leaving the others undisturbed

and able to spare resourcesto effect their brother'srecovery.

Various sorts of insuranceare anotherexample(3) •

(3) There are, of course, disasterswhich will affect all of the
units simultaneouslyand render many of the RestorativeResilience
aspectsof their relationshipa moot point. Consider large union
strikes or national crop shortagesin this context. Certain types
of insuranceschemeswould remain meaningful here precisely to the
extent that the food store businessrepresentsda small segmentof
their total clientele. Disastersin their food store accountscould
then be absorbedvia Class ｉ ｾ ｉ (below).
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Finally, we come to a considerationof the linkages and

dependenciesof your store on various aspectsof its external

environment. We have touchedon this in a passiveway in

consideringthe impact of, for example, delivery failures. But

let us now take a more active stance: How, as a conscientious

manager, should I structuremy relationshipswith those

aspectsof the external environmenton which I dependbut which

I cannot control? This is the problem to be dealt with by the

Contingency (or Class III) Componentof Resilience.An obvious

concern in this respectis my relationshipwith my suppliesof

food. If I deal with a single wholesalerand am only one of

his clients, I am relatively helplessbefore his changesof

prices, supply schedulesand so forth. I can clearly make my

situation less tenuousby diversifying my sourcesof supply

so that no one supplier'sbehavior can strongly effect my

ability to achieve my managementgoals(4).

A similar situation is faced with regard to labor supply.

Again my worst case is encounteredwhen I must buy all my

labor from a single monopolist (union) whose behavior I cannot

influence. An extreme responseanalogousto the purchaseof

suppliersnoted above consistsof buying ownership of all

labor the company town solution(5) • The intermediateand

(4) Alternatively, I can change the rules of the ｧ ｡ ｾ ･ by buying
control of all my suppliers so that they become part ｾ ｦ my
locally determinedoperationsand subject to Class I Component
adaptations.

(5) This may be nonresilient for other reasons,the most obvious
being its negationof Class II concepts.
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probably most generally "resilient" responsefrom the manager's

perspectivein the caseof supplies is an essentially"free

market" one in which there are multiple independentsources

of the desired ｧ ｏ ｏ ､ Ｈ Ｖ Ｉ ｾ A final example of a Class III ｒ ･ ｳ ｩ ｬ ｾ

ience Componentwould be representedby a decision to reduce

dependenceon the public power grid by installation of generators

in the store for emergencyusage.

C) ｾｯｮ･ｮｴｳ of Resiliencein Ecosystems

Ecological studieshave emphasizedthe idea of resilience

as a key to the conceptualorganizationand synthesisof

perturbedecosystemstudies. This viewpoint has beem more fully

articulatedin Holling (1973). It had been clear since the

beginning of our work, however, that these initial concepts

would have to be further developedif they were to provide a

solid, unambiguousframework for the study and analysisof

disturbedecosystembehavior. In particular, at the stageof

our researchsummarizedin Holling (1973), we felt that we had

good quantitativehandleson resilienceonly for the simple

caseof a closed, homogenous,deterministic system. The importance

of "open" systemeffects, of spatial and temporal heterogeneity,

and of random or irregular eventswas recognized,but understood

only hazily and at a most uncomfortablyqualitative level.

Yet our revielt of the literature on "stability" properties

of disturbedecosystemsmade it clear that these latter factors

(6)
This is not to suggestthat equilibrium free-market ｳ ｙ ｇ ｾ ｾ ｭ ｳ

are bound to be resilent. As pointed out by Cyert and Marsh (1963)
(see below), the equilibrium solution is generally characterized
by zero "slack" and is thus highly unresilient.
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would have to be dEalt with explicitly in any really satisfactory

conceptualframework. A significant part of our work over the

past year has consequentlyaddressedthe problem of refining the

basic resilienceconcept. Dre.,;'ring on. the E::::"st:Utg str.bilit:;

literature, relevant theory, and our own sinulation models, we

have made some progressin articulating three qualitatively

distinct but inclusive Componentsof Resilience. We believe that,

when fully developed, thesewill be sufficient to encompassand

relate all presentlyknown factors affecting the responseof

ecosystemsto stress. The componentsare summarily described

below, with a more formal and rigorous treatment to be provided

in a manuscriptnow in preparation (Clark, Holling & Jones in

prep.). We emphasizethat these results are tentative and

anticipatemany refinementsto emerge from interactionswith

other Project Groups in the coming year. The following treatmentis

designedto. indicate the directionsof our work, not its con-

clusions.

Boundary Resilience

"Resilience" may be seen as a behavioralproperty of an

ecosystem: its ability to absorbor "bounce back" from pertur-

bations. The property of resiliencederives from structural

characteristicsor adaptationsof the ecosystem.It is these

structural characteristics-- the "sources" of resilience--

that we have classified into ResilienceComponents.We distinguish

ｴ ｨ ｾ ･ ･ such Components-- Boundary Resilience, Restorative

Resilience, and ContingencyResilience-- which may be most

succinctly characterizedin simple abstractterms.
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Figure 1 shows our initial conceptof resilience, inter-

preted in terms of state spacebehavior of two interacting

populations. The subsequentbehavior of the two populations

density Y
Figure 1

o density X

(arrows) is defined by their presentstate, or location, in

the space. Boundary conditions arise in natural systemssuch

that populations (A) presentlywithin those boundaries (shaded

area) tend to remain within them ("stability") while populations

(B) outside the boundaries (unshaded)do not, in this case

going to zero density and extinction. External perturbationswhich

move the populations from inside the shadedregion to outside

(0 ｾ ｃ Ｇ Ｉ Ｌ can change future behavior, making a previously "stable"

systemgo extinct. ｐ ･ ｲ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ which do not result in boundaries

being crossed Ｈ ｄ ｾ ｄ Ｇ Ｉ Ｌ do not result in such changesin persistence.

All of this is detailed in Holling (1973).

t"Je now know from our own theoreticalwork and analysisof

data-rich simulation models that the location and configuration

of the boundary in Figure I -- and thus certain aspectsof the
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resiliencepropertiesand perturbationresponseof the system --

are altered in definite and predictableways by changesin the

population parameters(growth rates, reproductive rates, pre-

dation rates, etc.) and structure (genetic diversity, pheno-

typic polYmorphism, age class composition) of X and Y (Jones,

1974 ｡ Ｌ ｢ ｾ Walters 1974). Most classicalstability theory (e.g.

May 1973), predationefficiency arguments (e.g. Rosenzweigand

MacArthur 1963), studiesof refuges and minimwu grazing

densities (Parsons Ｑ Ｙ Ｗ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ work on high-densityemigration and

notions of the adaptive function of po1ymorphismsand ｧ ･ ｮ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｣

variability in fluctuating environmentsare most readily inter-

preted as dealing with the same issue: How do state (density)

dependentrelationshipswithin and between the populations

determine their resilience/stabilitybehavior in the face of

perturbations?

This question -- or class of questions was the focal

point of our initial resilienceconcept and is now being further

developedas the important "Boundary" Componentof overall resilience.

RestorativeResilience

Refer again nm"l to Figure 1. However strong the boundary

forces in a system, external perturbations(violent weather

effects, physical trauma, management)will occasionallymove

the systemoutside of its stable (shaded) region, as in ｃ ｾ ｾ ｃ Ｇ Ｎ

If this were really a one-way, irreversible sort of event, very

soon no systemwould be left inside its stable region. State

dependentphenomenacannot, by definition, ever move the system

from C'__ｾｃＮ But state-independentphenomenacan and do, and
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it is thesewhich we have termed the RestoxativeComponentof

overall resilience.

The crucial thing to recognizeat this point is that the

phenomenadepicted in Figure I and addressedin all the pre-

viously cited literature are in both a formal and intuitive

senseessentially"local" and "continuous" in char2cter.They

are appropriatefor situations in which everyonewe are con-

cernedwith in the various populationsis bumping into everyone

else according to some well-specified set of rules; in which

our state tomorrow is always a function of our state today.

Our systemmust not be so big that what is happeningbetween

X and Y on one side of the field is different from, or not

closely related to, what is happeningon the other. Similarly,

we must not get into situationswhere today's state has less

to do with yesterday'sthan with some other factor which

determinesour presentcondition largely independentof what

it has been in the ｲ ｾ ｣ ･ ｮ ｴ past. Vie,,,,,ed in anotheruay, these

early descriptionsapply rigorously only where the entire

"system" under considerationis perturbedhomogeneouslyand

simultaneously.

Yet it is very clear that the perturbationbehavior and

resiliencepropertiesof most natural systemsare critically

dependenton just the sorts of temporal and spatial discon-

tinuities ignored in Boundary Componentconsiderations.The

classic "density-independentfactors"line of argument and

evidenceapplies here, particularly as it pertains to ｾ ･ ｡ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ

as an influence \tfhich temporarily overrides the temporal s"ta"te

dependenceof systembehavior. This material is well enough
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establishedthat we shall not comment further on it in this

interim ｲ ･ ｶ ｩ ･ ｾ Ｑ Ｎ

We feel we have made some useful and oLiginal progress

,beyond providing a home for density-independentarguments,

however. In our presentworking hypothesis,we view the growing

evidenceon "stability" effects of spatial heterogeneityand

dispersalas part of the same largely state-independent,

RestorativeResilienceparcel. Briefly, the argument is as follows.

The fact that the world is not spatially homogeneousmeans

that although a perturbationmay have pushedone local group

of X and Y out of its stable region from ｃ ｾ ｃ Ｇ Ｌ other local

groups of the same speciesmay still be happily functioning

within their stable regions. The perturbationmay have missed

them altogether,or have been less strong, or affected them

differently. Now, if there is no exchangebetweenthesehetero-

geneousgroups, the one perturbedto C' will, in our present

example, proceedon to ･ ｊ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｎ (What happensthen we l'Yill

discussunder ContingencyResilience).But if there is exchange

for instance, if the unperturbedgroups are occasionallysending

out emigrants in line with previous ｂ ｯ ｵ ｮ ､ ｡ ｾ ｹ Resilienceargu-

ments -- then there is some chance that the perturbedsystem

will be "reperturbed" from C' (or wherever it has gotten to)

back into the stable region by receiving a suitable dose of

immigrants from the outside world. Note that the dose of immigrants

receivedcan be viewed as essentiallyindependentof the state

or densitiesof the originally perturbedsite. (The number of

immigrants '''ho "take" on the new site is doubtlessno):
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independentof local conditions. This matter is being addressed

in the context of our presentresearch and we shall contend

with it in the forthcoming detailed version of our Resilience

framework) •

If we are concernedwith the perturbationresponseand

resiliencepropertiesof the entire system, rather than parti-

cular local subunits, then our conceptualoverview clearly must

cope with dispersaland spatial heterogeneityas they function

to provide an internal RestorativeResilienceto the system.

This RestorativeResilienceprovides a mechanismwhich "allows"

the overall systemto correct or compensatefor local errors,

mistakes,or perturbations,rather than "letting" such events

accumulateor spreadand cripple the entire system. Such a

mechanismwould seem,a priori,a necessaryattribute of any

persistentsystem functioning in an uncertainenvironment.

We have yet to work out the formal nicetiesof Restorative

Resilience to the extent we have done for Boundary Resilience.

This is one major project for the coming year (see Jones,1974b).

Preliminary analysesof existing studieson the relationships

betweenheterogeneity,dispersaland persistance(cf. work of

Huffaker, Paine, Kennedy and Southwood and our own budworm

studies) seem to fit with our presnetconcept, however. In

addition, we are exploring the potential conceptualfoundation

proposedby MacArthur (1972) in his "island view of competition".

ContingencyResilience

In our discussionof Boundary Resilience,we were concerned

with perturbationbehavior of the system inside and up to its
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stability boundaries.RestorativeResiliencedealt with IOCQl

possibilitiesof getting back into the stable region once per-

turbed out of it. For ContingencyResilience,",re must take

this progressionone step further and contendwith the matter

of local extinction.

Consider a several (e.g. "k") speciesequivalentof the

systemrepresentedin Figure I and assumethat a local pertur-

bation has pushedone of the componentspecies (i) not just

out of its stability region but, in this particular locality,

completely to extinction. Once again, if this is a one-way

phenomenon,every specieswill sooneror later become extinct

at all localities. Now, if local extinction of species (i)

results in no other substantialchangesto the local system,

we can vie\"l the e:ctinction-recolonizationproblem as a

RestorativeResilienceone. For the local systemto be restored

to its full "k" speciescomplementafter the perturbationit

is merely necessaryto borrow some emigrant species (i) from

adjoining local areaswhere their extinction has not occurred

and dispersethem into our perturbedsite.

But,as we know, the local extinction of species (i) will

often result in quite substantialchangesin the remaining lIi ll -Iess

community. Paine's"keystone species"perturbationsprovide an

obvious if extreme example. Obligate predatorsof (i) will

follow it to extinction, competitive exclusion initially blocked

through (i's) feeding behavior may occur, habitat alteration

may follow, and so on. In casessuch as this, the potential

emigrant (i's) from adjoining unperturbedareasmay well find
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it impossible to recolonize the perturbedsite, at least until

and unless simultaneousarrival of the other Ｂ ｬ ｯ ｳ ｾ Ｂ species

occurs as well. The local extinction may thereforebe essentially

permanentor of a sufficiently long duration to permit various

natural successionactivities to "preparell the pert.urbedsite

for eventual successfulrecolonization.Clearly, the longer

this lag or recovery period, the better the chance that all

local populationswill go extinct through perturbationsbefore

any of the sites can be recolonized. This case is presented

formally in
--- ｾ

Figure 2

(A) is a standardX-Y boundedequilibrium. But there exists

an equilibrium (B) in which X is ｰ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｶ ･ and Y is zero (say

X is a grazer at carrying capacity); (C) is a similar point,

for a higher equilibrium X. Now assumethe X-Y systemhas been

perturbedout of its region (A) and settled to (B) with Y

locally extinct. Class II can replenishY, but only in the

strictly vertical dimension. Y's Class II cannot bring about

any X dimension change. From the ･ ｱ ｵ ｩ ｬ ｩ ｢ ｲ ｟ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｈ ｾ ｬ Ｎ ｾ ｾ ｩ ｟ ｳ Ｎ ｣ ｬ ･ ｑ ｾ _

that a Class II Ｇ ｣ Ｌ Ｎ ｾ :s AY :s Q will put the systemback in region (A).

But from an equilibrium (C), no Clas's 116Y can move the system

into '(A). Only a coordinatedClass II AX and Class II bY of
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appropriatemagnitudeswill result in reinstatingthe system

in region (A). If the points (B), (C) are viewed as probability

distributions rather than constantsthe argument fits well with

the generationof resiliencenumber values for various con-

figurations of the XY statespace. Class III resilience for

Y here seemsnot only conditional on the e'ristenceof X but

on the particular relations betweenX, Y shown by the state

space.

What we are talking about here, in a formal sense, is the

similarity of adjacentstable regions in the ｭ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｳ ｰ ･ ｣ ｩ ･ ｳ state

space. If we remove species (i) from a previously persistent

community of (k) species,will the next stable configuration

to 'vhich this community decaysconsistof "k"-l species (i.e.

only "i" is lost)? "k"-S ("i" plus 4 others lost)? "k"-IO?

In general, the greaterthe difference in these adjacentstable

configur-ationsr the less likely it is that Restoratbre

Resilienceadaptationsof the system as a whole will be able

to reestablishspecieslost to local extinctions in a ｲ･ｾｳｯｮ｡｢ｬｹ

short time. The similarity of adjacentstable configurations

in state space is one view of what we have called Contingency

Resilience.

Note that although the developmentabove is cast in terms

of speciesremovals, the conceptholds as well for species

introductionssuch as those being carried out by Group I and

dealt with in the "invasions" literature. In both cases,the

ultimate point of interest is the similarity of adjacent

stable regions in the overall (here "k" * introducedspecies)
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state space. We shall develop this point in more detail in

our final report.

ContingencyResilience,viewed in the manner described

above, is what the sensiblefraction of the eterne1diversity-

stability argumentsare about•. Both Elton (1966) in his

empirical studies and It1acArthur (1955) in his theoretical1:'lOrk

saw diversity as essentiallyEermissive, e.g. more species

could allow more alternative food sourcesand thus less

sensitivity of the community as a whole to changesin, or

removal of, one of its members. Whether ｾ ｮ ､ to what extent

this potential (contingency) resilience inherent in high

speciesdiversity is in fact realized is a matter to be deter-

mined in each particular instance.

The theoretical literature in the diversity/comp1exity/

stability area is generallyquite uselessfor our purposes,

as it tends to deal on the one hand with randomly connected

webs of species (which real communitiesmost emphaticallyare

not)and on the other hand with a "stability" criterion \'lhich

does not distinguish betweentwo and twenty additional species

going eJc.tinct as the reuult of a perturbation.Since this

difference is preciselywhat is important in terms of resilience,

persistence,and overall perturbationresponse,we are begin-

ning from squareone in our, efforts to quantify and formalize

the ContingencyComponentof resilience.

Summary

We are by no means convinced that the presentComponents

of Resilienceschemewill lead to a satisfactory ｦ ｲ ｡ ｭ ･ ｾ ｯ ｲ ｫ for

the analysisof distuI'.bed ecosystem: behavior. A good deal
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more theoreticalwork must be done, of course, but the

meaningful test can only corne as we try to relate ｾ ｨ ･ Components

ideas to the emerging resultsof the field studies. Only to

the extent that the overview aids in our interpretationand

interrelationof these resultswill it have served a useful

purpose. We remain convinced, however, of the need for some

sort of ｦ ｲ ｡ ｭ ･ ｷ ｯ ｲ ｝ ｾ which allows us explicitly to distinguish

and relate the various aspectsof disturbedecosystembehavior

alluded to above and in the contemporarystnbility/diversity/

resilience literature. Such a framework has not, in our view,

been available and this is sufficient justification for the

preliminary work reportedhere.

D). A Samplerof Examples.

We presentbelow, in no particular order, a varied sample

of design and ｭ ｡ ｮ ｾ ｧ ･ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ problems which have served to

illuminate the Componentsideas.

* Internal Organizationof the Firm

Cyert & rlarch (1963) provide a particularly illuminating

example of restorativeresilience in their classic Theory of

the Firm. They speakat length of the conceptof ｯ ｲ ｧ ｾ ｮ ｩ ｺ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｡ ｬ

slack; lithe difference betweentotal resourcesand total ｮ ｾ ｣ ･ ｳ ﾭ

sary ｰ ｡ ｹ Ｎ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｳ ｾ Ｌ i.e. uncommittedcapital. They continue, ｮ ｭ ｾ ｮ ｹ

interestingphenomenawithin the firm occur becauseslack is

typically not zero •••• (Slack) seemsto be useful in dealing

with the adjustmentof firms to gross shifts in the e2cternal

environment •• ｾ Ｎ When the environmentbecomesless favorable,
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organizationalslack representsa cushion••••• (permitting)

firms to survive in the face of adversity ••••• (It) absorbs

a substantialshareof the potential variability in the firm's

environment ••••• (playing) both a stabilizing and adaptive

role" (pp 36 - 38). And they conclude on a note which should

be comforting to those nervous, about an incipient teleology

in our re!?ilience notions: "This is not to argue that slack

is deliberatelycreatedfor such a stabilizing purpose: in

fact, it is not. Slack arises from the bargaining and decision

processwe have described,without consciousintent on the

part of the coalition members to provide stability to the

organization. In a sense, the processis reinforced because

it "works" and it "works" partly becauseit generatesslack,

but we have seen no significant evidence for the conscious

rationalizationof slack in businessfirms" (pg. 38).

* The DC-IO Aircraft Disaster.

This example is drawn from a recent article in the Wall Street

Journal (3 March, 1975; pg.l,9). The DC-lO disastersoccurred

when the main lower hold cargo door blew open at altitude.

The lower hold depressurizedvery rapidly but probably without

immediate disasterousconsequences.The crash seems to have

.occurredbecause,following decompressionof the hold, the

passengercabin floor immediately assumedthe function of a

pressurebulkhead, separatingthe pressurizedcabin from the

depressurizedhold. A decision had been made not to reinforce

the floor to enable it to withstand such stress,and as a result

the floor collapsedpulling severalseatsfrom the aircraft and
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and leading to decompressionof the passengercabin. This would

have been bad enough, but all of the control cables for the

aircraft had been laid along the floor and were consequently

severedor fouled when the floor buckled. As a result, the

plane crashed.The telling part of the WSJ article was that the

disasterscenariohad been predictedduring design phaseand

confirmed in early experiencewith the DC-la, but the recommended

"safe-failure" solutions were ignored in favour of an ad hoc

fail-safe one which did, ultimately, fail.

Early studies showed that if the cargo hold were suddenly".,

depressurizedat altitude, and the floor forced to serve as a

bulkhead, the latter would buckle. Possiblesafe-fail solutions

were to strengthenthe floor to a stagewhere it could serve

as a bulkhead, and/or to vent the floor sufficiently so that

the passengercabin could depressurizerelatively harmlessly

through the vents into the hold. Some vents were in fact

installed in the DC-IO but thesewere knm·,m to be insufficient

for coping with rapid and total decompressionof the hold at

flight altitudes. (It is interestingto note in passingthat the

recent crashof a CSA ferrying children out of Vietnam also

involved a cargo door blow-out and rapid depressurizationof

the hold. The passengercabin ｾ ｬ ｯ ｯ ｲ did not collapsehowever,

and news reports made specific mention of the fact that sufficient

venting had been built into the floor to allow pressuresto be

equalizedwithout breaking the floor. This connectsback to a

referencein the WSJ·' article in which an engineerurged civil

aircraft designersto adopt the military's design systemof
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presumedfailure rather than their presentone of meeting

standards).Insteadof adopting either of the available safe-

failure solutions, Douglas chose to install a fail-safe device

on the cargo door which would guaranteeits proper latching,

thus "eliminating" the possibility of blowout. The fail-safe

device was crude to begin with and, predictably, failed.

The lessonhere is clearly one of designingto live with

failure by having alternatives- i.e. a traditional Class III

or Contingentadaptation.We were worried at first by the

obvious parallels here to a Toes-sortof Class I (see below)

where we were changingboundariesby installing vents. The

resolution of that ambiguity turned out to be straightforward

however, and related to what level of "system" we are considering

for the aircraft as a whole. We might manage to think of (say)

the venting solution as one which expandedthe boundaries-

i.e. increasedthe field of conditions in which the system

"aircraft" would survive, by including the condition (state-

spacedescription) of hold decompressionwithin those boundaries.

But we can also look at the problem as one composedof II cabin

integrityll,"hold integrityll, and so on which have simply been

uncoupled from each other by the venting. That is, the floor

is still incapableof with-standing the forces which would

impringe on it as a pressurebulkhead. But the venting provides

that it will never be called upon to serve as a pressure

bulkhead, at least in the event of hold depressurization.My

guess is that we will encountermany potentially confusing

situationsof this sort, all of which will depend for resolution

on a clear and precisedefinition of just what the II system" is

we are consideringin our state space.
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ｾ Flooding and Hurricane Agnes

This example is due to P-iering (personal'communication) as a

result of Hurrican Agnes, the SusquahanaRiver overflowed,

causingsubstantialdamage. This was of two sorts; the ､ ｯ ｴ ｾ Ｍ

streamdelta and valley inundations, and the upstream/tributary

flash floods. Becauseof the area involved, the ､ ｯ ｾ ｭ ｳ ｴ ｲ ･ ｡ ｭ

inundationswere responsiblefor the largestdollar damage

by far. But the upstreamflash floods were responsiblefor

the greatestloss of life. It is clear that there are two

different "surprise" situations to ｡ ､ ｾ ｰ ｴ to here. In the

downstreamareas, a graded hierarchy of adaptationscan be

observed.Levees have been built to reduce possibility of

failure. Sandbagand other facilities are available for
.-

adaptive, real-time responseto rising waters (all Class I).

Many of the permanentstructuressuch as roads and power

transmissionfacilities have been "flood-proofed" to a

certain degree50 that they will be functional when the waters

recede.Thiswould seem a Class I adaptation,extending

boundariesso thatt your system "transportationx water level"

can tolerate high water levels without flipping into a state

of permanent"no transportation" But it is also a Class III,

where you have disconnectedtransportand water level so that

the performanceof the former is essentiallyindependentof

failure to control the latter. Again note here the ClassI/ClassIII

confusion, resolved by carefully defining which systemyou

are talking about. There are no a priori reasonsfor choosing

either - i.e. the transport/water,or transportalone - and
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our guess is· that the criteria in any given instancewill be

ones of convenienceand engineeringrelevance.An additional

adaptationis flood insuranceand disasterreliefs both

clearly Class II adaptations.

Finally, there is the Civil Defence warning and evacuation

program which gets people out of the area when a flood is

imminent. We are confusedhere, but think Class II is appropriate.

We usually think of II as having several setsof resources,

some of which the disasterdoes not strike. Here we are invoking

the "external" characterof Class II adaptationsto get people

where the disasteris not). Note that this last set of evacuation

adaptationsworks only becausethe onsetof the surprise is

slow enough to allow the warning and evacuationto be carried

out. Also,many of the great valley floods are of such a low

"local intensity" that people can survive on rooftops for quite

a while to allow the evacuationto catch up to them. This is

precisely not the case in upper reachesof river and tributaries

where flash floods occur. These cannot be preventedas the

milage of levee would be absurbly prohibitive. They cannot be

reactedto with sandbaggingbecauseof the many areasover

which tremendouschangesin water height occur almost instantly.

The problem of high intensity impact means that anyoody still

around where a flash flood occurs is likely to be dead. Because

of the speedand intensity of onset, the only viable adaptation

seem to be a risk warning when there is a possibility of heavy

rains (this, historically, will be ignored), and a Class II
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program of insurance.A final alt rnative would be to eliminate

any settlementin the flash flood-prone areas.

ｾ ｔ ｨ ･ Toes Island Hydro Project

This again, is due to Fiering (personql communication). The

Toes Island proposal concernsdam and reservoir project, which

is being justified as a drought protection measure.The drought

in question is the one in the early 1960'swhich seriously

affected supplies throughout the north easternUnited States.

In this case, New York City (NYC) drew water from its upstream

impoundmentsand would not releasewater to supplementthe low

flow of the Delaware. The estuarysalt wedge began to creep

upstreamat a slow but distinct pace,approachingthe freshwater

intakes for the city of Philadelphia.

Actual responsewas a graded seriesof measuresto force

NYC to supplementDelaware flow. They finally agreedto do so

but only on. an experimentalbasis to see if a low releasewould

stabilize the salt ''I1'edge a "safe" distancebelmrl the ｩ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｾ ｣ Ｓ Ｎ

In this case the releaseaccomplishedits goal.

Proponantsof Toes argue that we need to assurethat such

a situation will never again arise, since "ne)ct time" the ,-,edge

might not be stoppedso easily.Thoseopposed ｣ ｯ ｾ ｮ ｴ ･ ｲ with a pair

of observations.First of all, droughts of the magnitude

necessaryto create the wedge problem would seem to be extremely

rare. Secondly, even in the previous case, a graded seriesof

responseswere available which could have salvagedthe situation

even had it grown worse. The National Guard could have forced

NYC to honour their commitment to supplementlow flows. New York
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could have switched its water intake completely to the Hudson

using desalinizationtechniques,releasingall impoundments

for wedge control. The Corps of Engineerswas preparedto

extend the Philadelphiaintakes upstreamas far as necessary

to keep aheadof the wedge. And so on•.. The point here is

not whether Toes should or should not be built; it might be

quite justifiable on, say, recreationalgrounds. Rather,the

important realization is that there are two extreme ways of

copi.ng with the drought threat. One is to redesignthe entire

system so as to guarantee(ahem.•• ) sufficient flow via the

Toes impoundment. The other is to design for a fleJdble

responseto the rare drought/low flow threat by providing for

(e.g.) ,the rapid erectionof desalinationand intake extension

capabilities.

This example illustrates a neglectedaspectof Class I

res lienee. In exchangingcontrol over a known problem for

flexibility of responsewe are shifting from an equilibrium

to a boundary view. Again we have an instanceof dynamic

boundariesand an ability to shift them at will, if temporar.ily.

This approachwe compare to one in which we are saddledwith

a massive, permanent,static "solution" to a problem \'lThich

in fact may never occur. Note however that the flexibility

option arisesonly becauseof the relatively slow rate at which

the wedge moved upstreamand our accurateability to monitor

its position. Given a faster potential onsetor a more ambiguous

monitoring capability, we would have to consideronly very

fast sorts of flexibilities, or provide for surviving during
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a period of time when the wedge did in fact override the

intakes via Class II adaptations.

P Additional Material

A growing body of "Disaster" studies is available, docu-

menting the ways in which various societiesorganize to cope

with stress (see R. Kates, 1973. Science182: 981 - 990 and

G. White (cd.), The environmentas hazard) Velimirovic's study

(IIASA l<\TP - 74 -36) of primitive cul-tures should be consulted

for a number of ingeniousClass I and Class II resilience

examples.

Even a cursory look at the reactionsof large _business

concernsto the recessionof the late 1960's is sufficient to

illustrate the existenceand effect of Class II and Class III

adaptations.The almost universal responseof the hard hit

aerospaceindustry, for example, has been to diversify its

product lines, control practicesand markers. In a ｰ｡ｲｾｬｬ･ｬ

move, former "aerospace"cities like Seattlehave gone to

great lengths to diversify the assemblageof businesseswhich

form their tax and ･ ｭ ｰ ｬ ｯ ｬ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ bases (Classic Class III).

Raiffa (personalcommunic"ation) tells us that-eCachof our Resil-

ience Componentshas parallels in businessmanagementtheory.

Finally, no review of applied resilient design would be

completewithout at least passingreferenceto the literature

of military history and strategy.Whether comparing the Army

of the Potomacwith that of the ConfederatedStates,or NelsonDs

navy with that of ｂ ｯ ｮ ｡ ｰ ｡ ｲ ｾ ･ Ｌ the clear superiority of adaptive
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(Class I), semi-autonomous(Class II), diversely supplied

(Class III) organizationis obvious for circumstanceswhere

uncertaintyand surpriseare the order of the day.
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